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IT Performance Management (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003
IT Performance Management addresses the way organizations should balance the demand and the supply of information technology, optimizing the cost and maximizing the business value of IT.

In this book several aspects of IT performance management are described. The way this management is executed and the techniques, which...
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DVD Confidential 2: The Sequel (Consumer)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Unlock the hidden Easter eggs in your favorite DVDs including like hidden bloopers, alternate endings, and video games. Plus, sharpen your movie knowledge with hundreds of sidebars on your favorite films, from Citizen Kane and Casablanca to the Matrix Revisited.     

Your Map to the DVD Easter Egg Hunt of a Lifetime
Love movies?...
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Systems of SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	In recent years, the systems designed to support activity in the fields of banking, health, transportation, space, aeronautics, defense, etc. have become increasingly larger and more complex. With the growing maturity of information and communication technologies, systems have been interconnected within growing networks, yielding new...
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Balancing Agility and Discipline: A Guide for the PerplexedAddison Wesley, 2003
Agility and discipline: These apparently opposite attributes are, in fact, complementary values in software development. Plan-driven developers must also be agile; nimble developers must also be disciplined. The key to success is finding the right balance between the two, which will vary from project to project according to the circumstances and...
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Oral Pharmacotherapy for Male Sexual Dysfunction: A Guide to Clinical Management (Current Clinical Urology)Humana Press, 2005

	For the generation that reached sexual maturity in the 1960s, the “pill” became synonymous with sexual freedom and started a sexual revolution. For women it meant freedom from the fear of pregnancy, and for men enhanced sexual opportunity. The new era of the pill has nothing to do with fertility, but everything to do with sex. The...
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Computational Intelligence for Modelling and Prediction (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
Understanding the decision-making processes of living systems, and the efforts to mimic them, are identified with research in Artificial Intelligence (AI). However, the recent popularity of neural networks, fuzzy systems and evolutionary computation, which are widely considered as areas related in AI, has created a need for a new definition to...
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The CISM Prep Guide: Mastering the Five Domains of Information Security ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
There is no better way for you to stand out from the crowd of IT professionals than to get your Certified Information Security Manager (CISM) certification from the Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA). Written by the bestselling authors of the CISSP Prep Guide, this comprehensive test guide provides you with all...
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Oracle SOA Governance 11g ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Being able to implement SOA governance competently can make a huge difference to your organization's efficiency. This guide shows you how through a complete practical course based on Oracle's highly regarded software suite.


	Overview

	
		Understand SOA governance including its key concepts, goals, and...
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UX for Developers: How to Integrate User-Centered Design Principles Into Your Day-to-Day Development WorkApress, 2018

	
		Become more mindful of the user when building digital products, and learn how to integrate a user-centered approach into your thinking as a web or app developer. This book shows you how the user experience is the responsibility of everyone involved in creating the product and how to redefine development principles when building...
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Fuzzy Logic: A Spectrum of Theoretical & Practical Issues (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2007

	This book exclusively surveys the active on-going research of the current maturity of fuzzy logic over the last four decades. Many world leaders of fuzzy logic have enthusiastically contributed their best research results into five theoretical, philosophical and fundamental sub areas and nine distinctive applications, including two PhD...
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The Cyber Risk Handbook: Creating and Measuring Effective Cybersecurity Capabilities (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Actionable guidance and expert perspective for real-world cybersecurity


	The Cyber Risk Handbook is the practitioner's guide to implementing, measuring and improving the counter-cyber capabilities of the modern enterprise. The first resource of its kind, this book provides authoritative guidance for real-world...
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High-Performance Computing Using FPGAsSpringer, 2013

	High-Performance Computing using FPGA covers the area of high performance reconfigurable computing (HPRC). This book provides an overview of architectures, tools and applications for High-Performance Reconfigurable Computing (HPRC). FPGAs offer very high I/O bandwidth and fine-grained, custom and flexible parallelism and with the...
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